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1 Abstract

Twitter has proved instrumental in the

spread of misinformation, with fake news

posts propagating faster on the platform

than factual posts, and no policies within

Twitter for flagging or removing fake news

tweets. Twitter allows users to supplement

their posts with references to external web-

sites, often used to support a claim they may

be sharing. This project delves into how

individuals spreading misinformation make

use of this feature within Twitter, and more

specifically how these referenced external

websites may resurface after their initial us-

age, being cited and augmented in future

forged posts.

Resurfaced content is of particular inter-

est, as it represents misinformation that can

stand the test of time, potentially capable of

supporting many false narratives, therefore

finding this content is important both in the

direct fight against fake news, but also in un-

derstanding what it is that allows a source of

misinformation to be of continuous malevo-

lent use.

This project directly looks to find ex-

amples of external websites used to support

tweets promoting misinformation, observing

explicitly those that reappear as support-

ing material for later fake news tweets, thus

finding a subset of external websites that

demonstrate this resurfacing phenomenon.

Results obtained will give insight into how

sources of misinformation may be refactored

and reused for new fake news claims, poten-

tially giving different interpretations of the

same supporting material.

2 Introduction

Misinformation is a term used to describe infor-
mation shared that is unintentionally false - typ-
ically due to lost context [Hil]. Individuals are able
to harness this misinformation and spread it with
purpose or to supplement a forced agenda, in an at-
tempt to convince an audience that the falsities pre-
sented are in fact truths [CH20]. In no other place
is this misinformation more prevalent than within
social media - in the run up to the 2016 U.S. pres-
idential election there were more than 30 million

shares of posts relating to Donald Trump that were
classified as containing misinformation [AG17], and
it is this sharing of ’fake news’ that heavily influ-
enced the results of this election [BM19].

In masking fake news as genuine on Twitter, in-
dividuals put great efforts into ensuring what they
put forward looks credible, including building a
large follower base to give credence to information
put forward, and citing external sources to support
claims made within posts [CMP11].

In a study conducted by the University of
Southern California [Shi+17], it was discovered
that over 70 percent of rumour tweets 1 contain
a hyperlink to external websites. These rumours
being spread may flare up multiple times, even
months after the original tweet post [Fri+14]. Of-
ten times, the way in which these external websites
are used to support rumour tweets may be altered
to suit a certain agenda, by adding new informa-
tion or entirely changing how the external web-
site should be perceived [Im+11]. Repeated mis-
information gives rise to the illusory truth effect
[SEL17], whereby a reader will be more likely to
believe a story if continually presented it, and thus
misinformation resurfacing multiple times in social
media proves a genuine threat to the integrity of
the platform in which it is shared.

Research into social media posts that utilise ex-
ternal sources to supplement their claims is so far
inadequate [Shi+17], and this is the problem area
investigated in this paper.

The project aims to explore the resurfacing of
external websites within Twitter posts that may be
sharing misinformation, analysing how the websites
may be used as supporting evidence for potentially
erroneous and malicious claims.

The project will be taking a very data-centric,
research heavy approach, with relevant software
systems only being produced as research progresses.
The main tasks required for reducing the data to
show potential resurfaced external websites are:

1. Producing a subset of the data that will con-
tain only potential rumour tweets

2. Refining these rumour tweets to only the most
provocative (those that have been ’called out’
most by users as spreading misinformation)

3. Find examples of rumour tweet pairs, where
each rumour tweet contains the same exter-
nal website embedded within it, with a given
length of time between tweets

1tweets that are sources of misinformation
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3 Background

This project delves into researching how tweets
flagged as being potential sources of misinformation
use these external websites to push ’fake news’, and
how the external websites referenced within these
tweets may reappear at a later date within other
fake news tweets.

The project has been executed in conjunction
with Cardiff University’s Crime and Security Re-
search Institute (CSRI), who have provided the
tweet data used throughout the research done. This
data supplied by the institute has been created by
inputting several search criterion [table of criterion]
into their social media enrichment platform Sen-
tinel [Pre+17], producing a series of tweets for given
dates wherein the tweet contains one or more of the
search criterion texts.

Search criterion for creation of dataset

Fake news Disinformation

Propaganda Rumours

Active measures Lies

Subversion Interference

Influence Misinformation

Mainstream media Hoax

Conspiracy Untrustworthy

Deep state Useful idiots

Fact Checking Fabrication

Manipulate False

Fraud Deceive

Populism Troll

Unreliable Made-up

Bogus Inaccurate

Doctored

The tweets span 3 time periods - Summer 2019
(26th April 2019 - 30th June 2019), January 2020
(1st January 2020 - 15th January 2020), and March
2020 (4th March 2020 - 25th March 2020), with
each day of each period having their own JSON
file. This allows for a snapshot of the Twittersphere
at these times, giving an easy way of enacting the
constraint of rumour tweets being some period of
time apart in order for repeated website usage to be
classified as ’resunrfacing’, as this will require just
finding websites used in rumour tweets in more than
one of these time periods.

It is assumed for this project that tweets
that are trying to convey or share misinforma-
tion will not contain any of the search criterion.
This assumption is due to research completed re-
garding the language used in fake news, wherein
it was discovered that positive abstract generali-
ties such as ’truth’ and ’freedom’ are commonly
used words within misinformation [Ras+17], but
their antonyms are not (and it is these antonyms

that form the search criterion used to create the
dataset). As all tweets within the dataset provided
by CSRI contain these criterion, the focus is on
tweets that reference tweets not within the dataset.

This is possible by observing quote tweets,
which are posts made in response to another tweet.
Each tweet in the dataset contains full information
about itself [Twi], with quote tweets having the
addition of containing full information about the
tweet it is responding to.

The basic theory adopted to obtain rumour
tweets is to look at these quote tweets within
the data, and see if the tweet referenced (quoted
tweet) is within the supplied dataset. If so, then
this means they contain one of the search crite-
rion, which goes against the assumption of rumour
tweets not containing the search criterion. If they
are not within the dataset, then it can be assumed
that they are attempting to pose as genuine tweets,
and as other Twitter users have ’called them out’
(which can be observed from the original quote
tweet), they can then form the rumour tweets sub-
set.

This assumption can be made in part due to
research done in regards to user’s responses when
confronted with misinformation on Twitter [WZ18],
showing that anywhere between 5-17% of individ-
uals observing fake news will either ask for con-
firmation on the legitimacy of a story, or directly
cast doubt in the form of a reply, and this is the
foundation on which the creation of these rumour
tweets is built.

Flowchart showing process of obtaining

rumour tweets

The method of producing rumour tweets makes
use of only quote tweets in the provided dataset.
This will only be a fraction of the overall tweets
within the dataset, however other forms of tweet
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(original, retweet) go against the assumption that
rumour tweets will not contain search criterion
words, and so are of no use at this stage in the
creation of these rumour tweets.

The current stage of research into the resurfac-
ing of external sources of misinformation support-
ing fake news posts in social media seemingly ex-
tends only to the research done in [Shi+17], and the
focal point of the research was more in relation to
the most cited websites for a specific rumour, as op-
pose to a specific website resurfacing for rumours
over an extended period. Many systems used in
helping individuals uncover misinformation within
a platform have difficulties in adapting their ap-
proach to deal with non-linguistic content such as
embedded external websites [Rog+], with some sys-
tems [FM16] choosing to remove all instances of
URLs completely.

Research pertaining to the resurfacing of exter-
nal sources of misinformation is seemingly not ac-
tively pursued within the field of situational under-
standing, and so this project aims to give an insight
into this specific area, and evaluate the effective-
ness of this approach to situational understanding
of misinformation.

The project itself will be conducted using the
Python language, with initial programs employing
a bottom-up approach to find as many potential
rumour tweets as possible, with further programs
working in a top-down manner, pushing these ru-
mour tweets through a series of constraints, ulti-
mately obtaining a list of resurfaced external web-
sites, and all tweets that contain them within the
dataset.

Initially the program will be required to find
quote tweets from the data, which can be achieved
by simply looking for the quoted status field within
each tweet - if a tweet contains this field then they
are a quote tweet, and vice versa. In order to pro-
cess this great quantity of JSON files, it is necessary
to make use of the JSON python library [Pyta], pri-
marily for loading data into programs for analysis,
and for dumping output from programs to more re-
fined JSON files. As the data is split up initially
into 3 epochs, then per day within these epochs,
the os python library [Pytb], will be used to allow
creation of an array of all files within a folder (in
this case all dates within an epoch), permitting the
processing of an epoch in full, rather than manually
processing each individual date within an epoch se-
quentially.

4 Specification and Design

The project will consist of several programs, each
applying constraints to the main dataset in order
to refine it down to a single JSON file containing

the best examples of resurfaced external websites.

5 Classifying Rumour Tweets

Posts that tweets quote, that are not within the
dataset themselves (i.e. do not contain search cri-
terion terms) are classified as rumour tweets. The
tweets within the dataset that quote these rumour
tweets are classified as ’call out tweets’, and it’s re-
quired the program keeps a count of the number of
these call out tweets per rumour tweet. This will
allow later constraints upon these rumour tweets
to only using those that have been called out more
than a certain threshold, reducing the chance of
false positive rumour tweets.

Initially the data will need to be condensed
considerably, as each tweet in the original datasets
contain around 300 lines of JSON information, and
the dataset contains 21138306 tweets, so due to
the limited processing power and storage avail-
able this will be infeasible to process and store.
Therefore, the first program to be built will im-
mediately search through each data file for only
rumour tweets, and then of these rumour tweets it
will only store: Twitter ID (unique identifier for
the tweet), username, text, URLs, quoted users,
hashtags, favourite count, retweet count, and date
of tweet creation. This information will be stored
in a simple dictionary, which will go into the ’re-
duced data’ folder for that epoch, as a JSON file.

Example of reduced JSON entry of a tweet:

{

"tweet_id": 1121360345157779457,

"username": "inquirerdotnet",

"text": "The Manila Times clarified on

Thursday that one of its editors did not

resign but was asked to do so, and stood

by its matrix piece published in the

paper. https://t.co/BLTb7Upi5W",

"urls":[

"url":"\https"://t.co/BLTb7Upi5W",

],

"quoted_users":[

"screen_name":"khallareINQ"

],

"hashtags":[

],

"created_at": "Wed May 04 11:15:43 +0000 2019"

"favorite_count": 4,

"quote_count": 1,

"retweet_count": 5

}
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In order to find and store specifically ’rumour
tweets’, a method must first be outlined for find-
ing (1) tweets quoting other tweets, and (2) if
these tweets being quoted are within the dataset
(i.e. containing search criterion text). To find
quoting tweets, it’s necessary to search for the
’quoted status’ field within tweets:

quoted_at_tweets = []

if "quoted_status" in tweet:

quoted_at_tweets.append(tweet)

Then to find if the tweets that are being ’quoted at’
are within the dataset, it is necessary to make use
of the tweet ID each unique tweet possess, and cross
reference these ’quoted at’ tweet IDs against the list
of original unique tweet IDs within a dataset. To
make the list of original unique tweet IDs within
the dataset, the program simply runs through each
tweet in the dataset, and writes their tweet ID to
the file ’uniqueids.txt’. Then when cross referenc-
ing the ’quoted at’ tweet IDs to see if they are
within the original dataset, the program appends
all of the IDs in uniqueids.txt to an array, and
checks if the ’quoted at’ ID is within this array.

uniqueids = []

with open(’uniqudids.txt’, ’r’) as unqdoc:

for id in unqdoc:

uniqueids.append(id)

for tweet in quoted_at_tweets:

if tweet[’tweet_id’] not in uniqueids:

# this is a rumour tweet

The final stage here is to ensure the rumour tweet
contains at least one URL, as this is the key element
of the rumour tweet being observed.

if tweet[’urls’] != []:

With these rumour tweets now collated, the next
stage is to find the most provocative among them.

6 Finding Most Provocative

Tweets

Finding the most provocative rumour tweets is nec-
essary as of the assumption that the more people
’call out a tweet’ (replying to a tweet using search
criterion terms), the more likely it is the tweet is
promoting misinformation

When creating the rumour tweets dataset, any
instance of a rumour tweet (a tweet called out by a
quote tweet in the original dataset) was placed into
the rumour tweets dataset. This meant that if a
rumour tweet had been called out by many tweets
in the original dataset, there would be that many
versions of the rumour tweet in the rumour tweets
dataset. This is important, as it allows for counting

the number of times a specific tweet has been called
out, and for reducing this rumour tweet set down to
containing only unique instances of rumour tweets.
Within this set each tweet will also contain a vari-
able ’count’, which pertains to the number of times
they have been called out.

The initial approach to classify if a tweet was
’provocative’ or not was to have a threshold of
’number of times a tweet has been called out’,
wherein if a tweet exceeded this threshold with its
’count’ value, it could be classified as provocative.
The issue with this approach is that this led to
only twitter accounts with a large enough audience
being classified as provocative due to naturally hav-
ing more responses, but having a high number of
followers is not indicative of the account having an
increased chance in spreading misinformation - in
fact quite the opposite [Gur+16]. Graphed below
is how the spread of ’provocative’ rumour tweets
looked given this approach.

The approach instead adopted was to create
a ’call-out ratio’, which measured the number of
times a rumour tweet had been called out, versus
the number of times people had quoted the rumour
tweet without calling it out. This made use of the
’quote count’ field in the JSON data for the tweet,
so producing the call-out ratio required:

callout_ratio =

tweet[’count’] / tweet[’quote_count’]

for each tweet. This ratio allowed better ac-
commodation for all rumour tweets within the
rumour tweet dataset, mindless of follower
count, as provided the ratio of people call-
ing the tweet out versus not calling the tweet
out was high enough, it would be classed as
’provocative’. The graph showing the spread
of provocative rumour tweets is shown below.
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The threshold used was based upon reading
through the tweets outputted by this program,
attempting to find a value that allowed as many
rumour tweets to pass through, while reducing false
positive as much as is possible. This part of the
development was heavily based upon qualitative re-
search rather than further technical development,
and resulted in the value of 0.1 as the threshold to
which a tweet’s provocative ratio was heavily in-
dicative of its chance of spreading misinformation.

7 Finding Resurfaced Exter-

nal Websites

One of the issues faced when beginning analysis of
URLs used in rumour tweets was that many of the
URLs had been shortened. It was important that
fully expanded URL were being analysed, as other-
wise this may lead to comparisons of two different
versions of the URL for the same website, giving
false negatives.

The way in which this issue was resolved was
through use of the requests module in Python,
which is a HTTP library that allows for simple
HTTP requests to be made [Rei].

def resolve_url(url):

try:

r = requests.get(url)

except requests.exceptions.

RequestException:

return (url)

if r.status_code != 200:

longurl = url

else:

longurl = r.url

return (longurl)

This function allows input of a URL as an ar-
gument, then using the requests module to obtain
connection to the URL via a HTTP request. If con-
nection is made, a 200 status code will be issued, at
which point the URL from the loaded HTTP page
is returned, which will be its expanded version.

With URLs now standardised across all
provocative rumour tweets containing them, it’s
possible now to begin searching for resurfaced
URLs within provocative rumour tweets, across pe-
riods of time. As defined earlier, resurfaced web-
sites are websites used in rumour tweets within mul-
tiple time periods, which are defined as Summer
2019, January 2020, and March 2020.

In order to detect these resurfacing, a dictio-
nary is created for each of the three timeframes,
with each tweet in the provocative rumour tweets
subset being a single entry.

summer_tweets = []

with open(’summer.json’, ’r’) as summer:

for tw in summer:

tweet = json.loads(tw)

summer_tweets.append(tweet)

For each URL within each tweet, a dictionary
entry was made wherein the key is the URL cre-
ated using the resolve URL function, and the value
is the full tweet entry from the JSON file.

summer_urls = {}

for tweet in summer_tweets:

urls = tweet[’urls’]

for url in urls:

summer_urls[url] = tweet

This now allows effortless comparisons of entries
within dictionaries between timeframes, by simply
iterating through the keys in each timeframe’s dic-
tionary, comparing them to keys in the others’ dic-
tionaries, and making a note of matches between
the timeframes. Results are stored in the ’final’
dictionary, which will take the resurfaced URL as
key, storing all tweets containing this URL within
an array, which is stored as the value of that entry.

final = {}

for sum_url in summer_urls.keys():

for jan_url in jan_urls.keys():

if sum_url == jan_url:

if jan_url not in final.keys():

final[jan_url] = []

sum = summer_urls[sum_url]

jan = jan_urls[jan_url]

final[jan_url].append(sum)

final[jan_url].append(jan)

With this completed, all URLs that resurface
between timeframes are now stored, alongside all
the tweets containing these URLs. The final task is
in presenting these resurfaced URLs and tweets in
a way that is useful for understanding exactly how
the URLs are resurfacing among rumour tweets.
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8 Interface to Present Resur-

faced Content

With the now finalised list of resurfaced content
containing tweets, the challenge was in presenting
this information in a way that intuitively showed
how, for each resurfaced website, tweets were writ-
ten using the website as supporting material. This
required showing how external websites resurfaced
within rumour tweets over time, and so the first
challenge was in organising the tweets to show this
resurfacing in chronological order.

The date a tweet was posted is within the ’cre-
ated at’ field of the tweet, however the formatting
of the date value at this stage [Thu May 02 10:19:13
+0000 2019] will not allow for easy ordering of the
tweets. In order to rectify this, it’s possible to slice
the created at value for each tweet, to ascertain the
year, month, and date values.

tweet_year = tweet[’created_at’][-2:]

tweet_month = tweet[’created_at’][4:7]

tweet_date = tweet[’created_at’][8:10]

tweet_full_date = str(tweet_date) + "-" +

str(tweet_month) + "-" + str(tweet_year)

Given a list of these tweet full date’s, it is now
possible to organise the list chronologically using
the datetime module within Python.

date_list.sort(key=lambda

date: datetime.strptime(date, "%d-%b-%y"))

With the methods of organising dates in place,
the website dictionary must now be iterated
through (where keys are equal to the unique resur-
faced website, and values correspond to an array of
rumour tweets containing this website). For each of
these iterations, a dictionary is created, wherein the
key is the date of the tweet’s posting, and value is
the tweet in full. With this in place, it’s now neces-
sary to iterate through the dates from date list in
order, find the tweet value this corresponds to in
the tweet date dictionary made, and then append
this to the new chronologically ordered list. This
will then be appended to a new JSON file, ’finalre-
sults.json’.

With all dates chronologically ordered, a final
python program is produced that iterates through
each line of finalresults.json (with each line repre-
senting a resurfaced website), printing the website
URL, and all tweets containing them in chronolog-
ical order.

This is the final product, allowing for visualisa-
tion of the resurfacing of external sources of mis-
information within Twitter (a snippet of this fi-

nal output is shown below, showing an example of
a resurfaced website, all rumour tweets using this
website as supporting material, and the number
of users that called out this tweet in the original
dataset).

Resurfaced website: https://climatism.blog/

2019/03/18/cognitive-bias-climate-change-

alarmists-refuse-to-accept-the-science-

that-proves-extreme-weather-events-are-

not-increasing/

Number of rumour tweets website is in: 2

19-Mar-19

@JWSpry: EVERY SINGLE METRIC of

#ExtremeWeather is *declining* in

frequency and intensity, or no trend as

#CO2 emissions rise.

THE mainstream media hides this news from

you because it wrecks their man-made

#ClimateChange narrative.

FIGHT BACK! :point_right: RT

https://t.co/DfCJphCgUw via @JWSpry

2 tweets ‘called out’ this tweet

10-Sep-19

@JWSpry: @MRobertsQLD ONLY reason a

’majority of Australian’s’ apparently

believe that the \climate is changing"

is because they are exposed to

innumerable amounts of mainstream

media propaganda &amp; sampling events.

ACTUAL #ExtremeWeather is declining

across most major metrics.

https://t.co/DfCJphCgUw

1 tweets ‘called out’ this tweet

With the interface now built and all resurfaced
URLs available to view alongside the context in
which they are used, it’s possible now to analyse
the results and evaluate the extent to which this
method gives an insight into new sources of misin-
formation.

9 Results and Evaluation

The interface shows 28 unique websites that have
resurfaced as supplementary material for rumour
tweets referenced in multiple time period’s tweets,
16 being static webpages, and 12 dynamic.

The context in which these websites are used
throughout their lifetime seems to be generally con-
sistent, serving to support the same underlying nar-
rative - even after months of not being used within
rumour tweets.

There are examples to the contrary within the
results however, with one resurfaced external web-
site relating to ’Agenda 21’ being used for vastly
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different narratives in its lifetime.
In 06/08/2018, a user tweets:

@danferg0063: @MichelleObama @WhenWeAl-
lVote (( Obama Covertly Signed the US Over to the
UN - https://humansarefree.com/2017/03/what-
is-agenda-21-depopulation-of-95-of-the-world-by-
2030.html ))
This tweet was called out by 84 different tweets
within the dataset.

Then in 05/07/2019, a different user tweeted:

@ResistanceGrou9: @AOC ((UN, Democrats
amp; Global Elites solution for climate
change by 2030.)) ((UN Agenda 21/2030
- https://humansarefree.com/2017/03/what-is-
agenda-21-depopulation-of-95-of-the-world-by-
2030.html))
This tweet was called out by 7 different tweets
within the dataset.

This shows the same supporting article being
used by multiple users, for differing narratives, with
user @danferg0063 using the external website to
support his claims of Obama’s move to make the US
become closer with the UN, whereas @Resistance-
Grou9 using the same external website to claim
’Agenda 21’ is the democratic party’s approach to
solving climate change.

While not a regular occurrence within the re-
sults, having proof of different users using the same
piece of misinformation to promote their own dif-
ferent fake news is noteworthy, and looking into
this source of misinformation in future work could
allow for a better understanding of how static mis-
information can lead to dynamically changing fake
news.

Other results that showcase resurfaced websites
being used to support the same sort of misinforma-
tion still provide a great insight into the fake news
stories that are repeatedly being shared, the web-
sites that are being used to support false claims
even after weeks or months after their initial us-
age, and the users that are referencing these web-
sites (even when there is more up-to-date, pertinent
websites they could be using). A great area of de-
velopment building off of the work done during this
project would be to create an interconnection net-
work of these users citing the same sources of mis-
information, as in the example relating to Agenda
21 there is almost a year between the users’ posts,
and it would be of interest to see if these two users
share any other similarities in postings.

One of the issues within the results,
that was not predicted, was the recur-
rence of constantly-changing websites (such as
https://www.ctvnews.ca/), of which created 12

of the 28 resurfaced websites. As the project is
aiming to look at how a website’s contents may
be used with altered narratives over time, these
sorts of websites are not of any use, as its contents
will change continuously. However, this does reveal
the website domains that continuously come up
in provocative rumour tweets as supporting mate-
rial, which could be useful to monitor in future for
further analysis into external sources of misinfor-
mation.

10 Future Work

As this project was done in conjunction with
Cardiff’s Security and Research Institute, and util-
ising data from their social media enriching plat-
form SENTINEL, a big step that could be made
from the project’s current stage would be to begin
integrating this functionality into the platform it-
self, so that the results from this project could be
achieved automatically by making use of the data
it already obtains on behalf of the institute. This
should pose no great issue, as the program itself
functions by directly taking the JSON tweet out-
put from SENTINEL, then running it through a
series of programs before producing the output. By
changing the initial method of obtaining the data
(from looking for it in my personal computer’s di-
rectories to instead looking at where SENTINEL
outputs the data) then results could be achieved
continuously with relative ease.

This project has clearly shown there is value in
looking for resurfaced content in relation to mis-
information, and future work would likely follow
from this theme. It would be possible to alter the
code quickly to instead look for other features than
URLs within tweets, such as hashtags. Users will
often make use of hashtags to topic-tag, categoris-
ing their own tweets into what the content of the
post is about [Sha14]. Observing a hashtags life-
time - and specifically the context in which it is
used in - could be of great use in situational under-
standing when looking at rumour tweets, and could
provide information into how rumours develop un-
der the remit of the same underlying hashtag.

I feel that at current the project has taken the
concept of searching for resurfaced URLs as far as
it could usefully go, and moving towards searching
for other sorts of resurfaced content - like hashtags
- would be of great benefit to systems’ situational
understanding.

11 Conclusions

This project aimed to use the notion of resurfac-
ing external websites within rumour tweets to find
sources of misinformation, and to understand how
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these resurfaced websites were being used to sup-
port the rumour being spread within these tweets.
To this extent, the project was hugely successful,
the interface created shows (based on the method
of finding rumour tweets, and the defined ruling
for what classifies as ’resurfaced’) all examples of
resurfaced websites among rumour tweets, and the
contexts in which they are used to support a tweet’s
claims. The results further show that in some cases,
narratives can be altered while still utilising the
same underlying supporting material, and research
can be furthered in future work to understand what
it is about these specific supporting materials that
allows them to be open to malleable to supplement
different sorts of misinformation.

It is clear that given the 21138306 tweets in-
putted into the program, the results are quite min-
imal. However, this was in part due to the change
in how a rumour tweet qualified as being provoca-
tive, as utilising a tweets ’provocative ratio’ led to
many rumour tweets being disqualified from being
part of this subset.

Overall the project was successful in its task
of finding external sources of misinformation by
looking for resurfacing URL content among rumour
tweets, and this success can be easily seen through
the interface produced as part of this project.

12 Reflection

I feel this project has overall been a success, how-
ever I am aware that the finished project is not at
all like what was initially planned. Originally the
project was to take a far more machine learning,
neural network approach to situational understand-
ing, however upon talking to members of the Cardiff
Security and Research Institute, it came to our at-
tention that resurfaced content was an untapped
area of misinformation both for the institute, and
in general. As a result, we decided as a collective
that this was the route that the project would take,
as it would prove to be both useful for the insti-
tute’s efforts in situational understanding, and also
a truly original area to research and develop.

Along the way there were many issues that I had
to face in doing this project. For a large part of the
project I was unable to utilise university comput-
ers to process data (due to COVID-19 lockdown re-
strictions), and hence the processing, storage, and
analysis of data was to be completed on my less
capable laptop. This choke-holded my progress im-
mensely, and while efforts were made to facilitate
this new mode of working, it definitely impacted
the overall effectiveness of the project. What’s
more, ascertaining data from the institute became
a real challenge, the transferring of datasets had to
be achieved through online methods (as oppose to
USB sticks), and the institute became quickly inun-

dated with work due to the misinformation being
spread relating to the pandemic, and so naturally
it became a lesser priority to send me data, ulti-
mately meaning I had less time than expected to
process and analyse the data.

My initial plan served me well for the initial
weeks where mostly bottom-up research was done
on the data, and I kept on track during this time.
As the project divulged into resurfacing content re-
search however, the plan became quickly irrelevant,
though I did still maintain the concepts of solid
milestones and deliverables for the institute.
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